
 

 

Elevate Your Game ™ 
 

A Magnetic marketing Package for Your Live Event to  

Empower You and Your Clients to rise above perceived limitations 

Expanded Local Promotion 

The Diamond Hearts YOU’RE GOLDEN™ Activation is a potent promotional delivery system that uses proprietary 
Transcendent Technologies™ held in the hearts of non verbal master teachers to make subtle shifts in the collective 
consciousness to empower a community to rise above.  Each YOU’RE GOLDEN™ message is encoded for the 
highest good of all to attract the perfect match and includes a unique message of empowerment received by 
DebOrAh from the space of oneness.  Up to 144 of YOU’RE GOLDEN™ tickets are mindfully placed in, around and 
through the local community as invitations to experience a select session of your event.  This unique marketing tool 

allows you to expand your reach and attract even more of your future clients. 
 

Team Activation 

Upon your event team's arrival onsite, DebOrAh facilitates a vibrational session using the power of Light Language to 
activate, align and attune the heart and mind of each team member to your collective intention.  She uses Sacred 
Sounds that transmit your unique program frequency, to illuminate your programs in the unseen world to attract even 
more of your perfect clients and inspire their aligned action.  Optional Expansion:  Prior to your live event, leadership 

team members can take part in the ♥Discovery, 21 Day Remote Class to clarify, connect and catalyze your mission 

and vision with the help of Non Verbal Autistic Master Teachers.   

 

Targeted Individualized Empowerment 

One of DebOrAh's unique gifts is her ability to hear the whisper of the soul.  When in the physical presence of this 
call, she is intuitively guided to channel a powerful energy current from the field of Unity Consciousness with the help 
of her team of Non Verbal Autistic Masters.  This divine catalyst inspires action for the highest good for all.  Targeted 

Individualized Empowerment is offered in, around and through your live event.   
 

Endnote Empowerment 

DebOrAh captivates hearts to ignite upward movement in this 20 minute endnote session that aligns the 
subconscious, conscious and super-conscious of all who are present in the room.  Her distinctive ability to tune in to 
Universal Intelligence in the present moment allows her to synthesize the priceless impact of your event.  She tailors 
the perfect message for the highest good of your audience.  She uses illuminating story and Light Language to 
provide a profound experience that empowers heart centered innovation.  When offered at the end of your gathering, 

your clients and your team carry home the synergized energy from your priceless event.  
 

Self Actualization Activation 

This powerful activation is offered to each of your event participants with the Diamond Heart  YOU’RE GOLDEN™ 
wisdom message, a magnetic marketing delivery system.  The moment your clients receive their unique         
YOU’RE GOLDEN™ message, the doorway to the next chapter of their journey is opened.  When participants hold 
their YOU’RE GOLDEN™ message while attending the Endnote Empowerment, their infinite potential is ignited 

adding PRICELESS VALUE to your program offer.    
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   DebOrAh is an expansion catalyst with the ability to   
amplify intended results in ways that add priceless value 
to live events.  In December 2006, DebOrAh moved 
through the doorway of greatness to the threshold of  
genius after a powerful energy session.  From a space 
deep within, the words, “I AM here.   I AM here.  I AM 
here.” pierced her lips after a transformational Chakra 
clearing.  In the ten days that followed, she lost 15 
pounds, wrote a book and downloaded the vision for her 
life path.  DebOrAh uses energy, vibration and frequency 
through language and song to position the 
subconscious, conscious and super-conscious for 
transformation.  Her Presence alone helps activate,  
align and attune the heart and mind to the higher 
frequencies of Peace.  DebOrAh’s heart songs          
break through limitation to awaken True Genius.   

 

Deborah has more than thirty years experience       
engaging, enlightening and empowering others                    
to live their highest potential. She is known as a          
teacher, mentor and guide who connects heart to            
heart in ways that are beyond words. She speaks,         
signs, sings, and gazes Light Language for world  
peace.  Deborah is a Freedom Writer Teacher,         
author of Become and co-author of the                        
New York Times Best Seller, Teaching Hope.  

DebOrAh O. Baker 

Expansion Catalyst 
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Diamond Heart Collective Activation 

An Activation System to Empower Your Collective to Rise Above 

Audience Member - “When Deborah Baker took the stage, a hush fell over the audience.  As she began to speak it was 
impossible to look away.  We were mesmerized.  The energy pouring forth was compelling, healing, and beyond words 
powerful.  As one young lady in the audience stated, ‘She’s got powers.’  Deborah’s empowerment activations are 

astounding.  I can’t wait to see her on stage again.”  ~ Zahra, 2014   
 

Client (after one private session) - “I can barely describe my experience by words because it was something that belongs to 
some Higher Plane. . .  She sees your beauty and power and she reflects it back to you with the grace of the Divine”                  

~ Maia, 2011 
 

Former Student - “. . .she motivates her students to bring out the best of them so they can accomplish their goals/tasks to the 
best of their abilities. . .but most of all she makes you feel like you are a meaningful member of the school and beyond that 

society.”   ~ Maria, 2007 
 

Supervisor - “. . .Debbie has been instrumental in developing and maintaining programs that give students exceptional 

experiences.” ~ Matt, 2007 
 

Supervisor - “Debbie is a capable professional leader and manager. . .a team player and consensus builder. . .articulate.”      

~ Colleen, 2000 
 

Employee -  “She has been, and will be, an excellent teacher, mentor and ‘coach’ towards success for students and 

colleagues.”   ~ Ann, 2000 
 

Supervisor -  “She possesses the intellectual ability, initiative, motivation and depth of understanding needed to promote 

success of any program with which she is associated.”  ~ Len, 1998 
 

Supervisor and Mentor - “Debbie has been indispensable to me as the project director.” ~ Don, 1995 
 

Supervisor and Mentor - “In my opinion, Debbie’s strongest working asset is her interpersonal skill; she is wise beyond her 

years when dealing with human problems.” ~ Karen, 1995 
 

Colleague - “I never saw her shrink from any task nor do any task poorly. . .She is one of those rare individuals who quickly 

learns how to use computers, integrate them into her work, and then share those insights with others. . ." ~ John, 1989 
 

Supervisor's Colleague - “Wanted to let you know how impressed I was about Debbie Baker’s performance—very 

professional; very  even—immediately knowing what to do and how best to approach it.” ~ Monika, 1988 
 

Supervisor - “Your attitude, efficiency, thoroughness, ability to know when to ask and when to act, and your keeping ahead of 

‘the rush’ (and usually ahead of me) are a real godsend.” ~ Joseph, 1988 

 
DebOrAh O. Baker 

A glimpse of the Past to Inform the Present 
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